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ABSTRACT 
Covid-19 outbreak has increased awareness of using face mask as part of health safety procedures 
to avoid virus spread. This study is to analyse and attempt the machine learning capabilities in a 
quick manner to detect face mask wore by people inside any given video or images. We use neural 
network machine learning, It’s a technique for building a computer program that learns from data. 
It is based very loosely on how we think the human brain works. Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNNs) have been established as a powerful class of models for image recognition problems. Our 
attempt has reached 99.4% confidence level of machine learning upon around 90000 image objects 
of dataset. And performance of hardware is considerably fast with using 8 GPU machine to achieve 
78 clips per seconds and able to complete an epoch in 30 seconds per epoch and able to achieve the 
confidence level by using scenario of ten and twenty epochs.   
Keywords: machine learning, face mask recognition.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Face mask has become commonly used nowadays as part of standard protection from virus spread, 
especially during virus outbreak Covid-19 during the year of 2020. In some extend, many people or 
organizations have to be able to identify situation whether or not people wear face mask in a given 
place or time. The needs of this data should be somewhat realtime and automated. There is a need of 
computing process (i.e machine learning) to analyse and recognize face with or without mask. 
In order to achieve machine learning, it starts with neural network in computer science. It’s a 
technique for building a computer program that learns from data. It is based very loosely on how we 
think the human brain works. First, a collection of software “neurons” are created and connected 
together, allowing them to send messages to each other. Next, the network is asked to solve a problem, 
which it attempts to do over and over, each time strengthening the connections that lead to success 
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and diminishing those that lead to failure [1]. 
Deep Learning has revolutionised Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning. It is about credit 
assignment in adaptive systems with long chains of potentially causal links between studies, research, 
and implementantion. 
The ancient term "Deep Learning" was first introduced to Machine Learning by Dechter (1986), 
and to Artificial Neural Networks (NNs) by Aizenberg et al (2000). Subsequently it became especially 
popular in the context of deep NNs, the most successful Deep Learners, which are much older though, 
dating back half a century. This article will focus on essential developments since the 1960s, 
addressing supervised, unsupervised, and (briefly) reinforcement learning. There is a recent, more 
detailed survey with 888 references (Schmidhuber, 2015). LeCun et al (2015) provide a more limited 
view of more recent Deep Learning history. [2]. 
The 1970s also saw the birth of the convolutional NN (CNN) architecture (Fukushima’s 
Neocognitron, 1979) inspired by neurophysiological insights. Today such architectures are widely 
used for computer vision. Here the (typically rectangular) receptive field of a unit with given weight 
vector (a filter) is shifted step by step across a 2-dimensional array of input values, such as the pixels 
of an image (usually there are several such filters). The resulting array of subsequent activation events 
of this unit can then provide inputs to higher-level units, and so on. Due to massive weight replication, 
relatively few parameters may be necessary to describe the behavior of such convolutional layers, 
which typically feed down sampling layers consisting of units whose fixed-weight connections 
originate from physical neighbours in the convolutional layers below. Downsampling units use 
"Spatial Averaging" to become active if at least one of their inputs is active; their responses are 
insensitive to certain small image shifts. Weng (1993) later replaced Spatial Averaging by "Max-
Pooling" (MP), which is widely used today. Here a 2-dimensional layer or array of unit activations is 
partitioned into smaller rectangular arrays. Each is replaced in a downsampling layer by the activation 
of its maximally active unit [2]. 
Images and videos have become ubiquitous on the internet, which has encouraged the development 
of algorithms that can analyze their semantic content for various applications, including search and 
summarization. Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been demonstrated as an 
effective class of models for understanding image content, giving state-of-the-art results on image 
and video recognition, segmentation, detection and retrieval [6]. It is suggested that CNN 
architectures are capable of learning powerful features from weakly-labeled data that far surpass 
feature-based methods in performance and that these benefits are surprisingly robust to details of the 
connectivity of the architectures in time. Qualitative examination of network outputs and confusion 
matrices reveals interpretable errors 
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II. FACE ANALYSIS AND FACE RECOGNITION 
Images and videos play a crucial role in shaping and reflecting life. Digitization has vastly increased 
the presence of such images in daily life, creating valuable new research opportunities for social 
scientists. It suggests how recent innovations in computer vision methods can substantially lower the 
costs of using images as data. It has been introduced  the deep learning algorithms commonly used 
for object recognition, facial recognition, and visual sentiment analysis. There are a lot of guidance 
and specific instructions for scholars interested in using these methods in their own research [3]. 
Early research study [7] presented a hybrid neural-network for human face recognition which 
compares favourably with other methods. The system combines local image sampling, a self-
organizing map (SOM) neural network, and a convolutional neural network. The SOM provides a 
quantization of the image samples into a topological space where inputs that are nearby in the original 
space are also nearby in the output space, thereby providing dimensionality reduction and invariance 
to minor changes in the image sample, and the convolutional neural network provides partial 
invariance to translation, rotation, scale, and deformation. The convolutional network extracts 
successively larger features in a hierarchical set of layers. The research present results using the 
Karhunen-Loeve transform in place of the SOM, and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) in place of the 
convolutional network for comparison. A database of 400 images of 40 individuals which contains 
quite a high degree of variability in expression, pose, and facial details. It analyzes computational 
complexity and discuss how new classes could be added to the trained recognizer [7]. This study 
elaborates one of the approach: Neural Network. Figure 1 describes how CNN introduced in the early 
study of face recognition.  
There are two primary applications of machine learning that analyze images containing faces: face 
detection and face comparison. A face detection system is designed to answer the question: is there a 
face in this picture? A face detection system determines the presence, location, scale, and (possibly) 
orientation of any face present in a still image or video frame. This system is designed to detect the 
presence of faces regardless of attributes such as gender, age, and facial hair. 
A face comparison system is designed to answer the question: does the face in an image match the 
face in another image? A face comparison system takes an image of a face and makes a prediction 
about whether the face matches other faces in a provided database. Face comparison systems are 
designed to compare and predict potential matches of faces regardless of their expression, facial hair, 
and age. 
Both face detection and face comparison systems can provide an estimate of the confidence level 
of the prediction in the form of a probability or confidence score. For example, a face detection system 
may predict that an image region is a face at a confidence score of 90%, and another image region is 
a face at a confidence score of 60%. The region with the higher confidence score should be more 
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likely to contain a face. If a face detection system does not properly detect a face, or provides a low 
confidence prediction of an actual face, this is known as a missed detection or false negative. If a 
facial detection system incorrectly predicts the presence of a face at a high confidence level, this is a 
false alarm or false positive. Similarly, a facial comparison system may not match two faces 
belonging to the same person (missed detection/false negative), or may incorrectly predict that two 
faces from different people are the same person (false alarm/false positive). 
Confidence scores are a critical component of face detection and comparison systems. These 
systems make predictions of whether a face exists in an image or matches a face in another image, 
with a corresponding level of confidence in the prediction. Users of these systems should consider 
the confidence score/similarity threshold provided by the system when designing their application 
and making decisions based on the output of the system. For example, in a photo application used to 
identify similar looking family members, if the confidence threshold is set at 80%, then the 
application will return matches when predictions reach an 80% confidence level, but will not return 
matches below that level. This threshold may be acceptable because the risk of missed detections or 
false alarms is low for this type of use case. However, for use cases where the risk of missed detection 
or false alarm is higher, the system should use a higher confidence level. One should use a 99% 
confidence/similarity threshold in scenarios where highly accurate facial matches are highly 
important.  
 
A. Algorithm 
In neural networks, Convolutional neural network (ConvNets or CNNs) is one of the main 
categories to do images recognition, images classifications. Objects detections, recognition faces etc., 
are some of the areas where CNNs are widely used. 
CNN image classifications takes an input image, process it and classify it under certain categories 
(Eg., Dog, Cat, Tiger, Lion). Computers sees an input image as array of pixels and it depends on the 
image resolution. Based on the image resolution, it will see h x w x d( h = Height, w = Width, d = 
Dimension ). Eg., An image of 6 x 6 x 3 array of matrix of RGB (3 refers to RGB values) and an 
image of 4 x 4 x 1 array of matrix of grayscale image. 
MobileNet [4] is a Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) architecture model for Image 
Classification and Mobile Vision. The layer's parameters consist of a set of learnable filters (or 
kernels). CNN have been established as a powerful class of models for image recognition problems 
[6]. Encouraged by these resultsThere are other models as well but what makes MobileNet special 
that it very less computation power to run or apply transfer learning to. This makes it a perfect fit for 
Mobile devices, embedded systems and computers without GPU or low computational efficiency 
with compromising significantly with the accuracy of the results.It is also best suited for web 
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browsers as browsers have limitation over computation, graphic processing and storage. 
MobileNet Architecture 
• MobileNets for mobile and embedded vision applications is proposed, which are based on a 
streamlined architecture that uses depthwise separable convolutions to build light weight 
deep neural networks. As described in Figure 2. 
• Two simple global hyper-parameters that efficiently trade off between latency and accuracy 
are introduced. 
The core layer of MobileNet is depth wise separable filters, named as Depthwise Separable 
Convolution. The network structure is another factor to boost the performance. Finally, the width and 
resolution can be tuned to trade off between latency and accuracy. 
Depthwise separable convolutions which is a form of factorized convolutions which factorize a 
standard convolution into a depthwise convolution and a 1×11×1 convolution called a pointwise 
convolution. In MobileNet, the depthwise convolution applies a single filter to each input channel. 
The pointwise convolution then applies a 1×11×1 convolution to combine the outputs the depthwise 
convolution. The following figure illustrates the difference between standard convolution and 
depthwise separable convolution. 
 
 
Figure 1. A typical convolutional network [7] 
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Figure 2. MobileNet Structure 
 
By defining the network in such simple terms Mobilenets are able to easily explore network 
topologies to find a good network. The MobileNet architecture is defined in Figure 3  
 
Figure 3. MobileNet Body Architecture 
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III. MACHINE LEARNING IN FACE MASK ANALYSIS 
Because of the recent epidemic of COVID-19 virus around the world, people across the country 
wear masks and there appear a large number of masked face samples. Based on masked face dataset, 
corresponding masked face detection and recognition algorithms are designed to help people in and 
out of the community when the community is closed. In addition, the upgrade of face recognition 
gates, facial attendance machines, and facial security checks at bus, train, or flight stations are adapted 
to the application environment of pedestrian wearing masks. 
A. Training Datasets 
 There are many face dataset that can be used to benchmark deep learning algorithm. As listed in 
http://deeplearning.net/datasets/, these are few popular dataset for face recognition training: Labelled 
Faces in the Wild: 13,000 images of faces collected from the web, labelled with the name of the 
person pictured (http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/), Toronto Face Dataset, Olivetti: a few images of 
several different people (http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html), Multi-Pie: The CMU Multi-PIE 
Face Database (http://www.multipie.org/), Face-in-Action 
(http://www.flintbox.com/public/project/5486/), JACFEE: Japanese and Caucasian Facial 
Expressions of Emotion (http://www.humintell.com/jacfee/), FERET: The Facial Recognition 
Technology Database (http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/humanid/feret/feret_master.html), mmifacedb: 
MMI Facial Expression Database (http://www.mmifacedb.com/), IndianFaceDatabase: http://vis-
www.cs.umass.edu/~vidit/IndianFaceDatabase/), and many other sources. 
For the purpose of this study, in order to handle masked face recognition task, there are three types 
of masked face datasets, including Masked Face Detection Dataset (MFDD), Real-world Masked 
Face Recognition Dataset (RMFRD) and Simulated Masked Face Recognition Dataset (SMFRD).  
There are also public dataset available, i.e VGGFace2 is a large-scale face recognition dataset. 
Images are downloaded from Google Image Search and have large variations in pose, age, 
illumination, ethnicity and profession. The dataset contains 3.31 million images of 9131 subjects, 
with an average of 362.6 images for each subject [5]. The masked face recognition dataset must 
include multiple masked and unmasked face images of the same subject 
For the purpose of simplicity, we choose dataset of 5,000 masked faces and 90,000 non-masked 
faces. Therefore, when splitting the dataset into train/validation, we need to keep the same proportions 
of the samples in train and validation as the whole dataset. We do that by using the train_test_split 
function of sklearn and we pass the dataset’s labels to its stratify parameter, and it will do the rest for 
us.  
We use two scenarios of test_split: 
- Scenario 1: Non GPU with 10 and 20 epoch, 70% of the dataset for training and 30% for 
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validation 
- Scenario 2: Single GPU with 10 and 20 epoch, 70% of the dataset for training and 30% for 
validation 
 
B. Training execution 
Based on the constructed datasets, we designed and trained a face-eye-based multi-granularity 
masked face recognition model. The face identification accuracy on the dataset is over 95%. 
Training execution is using PyTorch platform. Deep Learning framework Torch written in Lua 
programming language and implemented in Python hence the name PyTorch. 
PyTorch Lightning structures your code efficiently in a single class containing everything we need 
to define and train a model, and you can overwrite any method provided to your needs, making it 
easy to scale up while avoiding spaghetti code. 
PyTorch Lightning exposes many methods for the training/validation loop. However, we are going 
to be using some of them for our needs. The following are the methods we’re going to override, and 
are going to be called in the following order internally. 
 
Setup: 
Initialize() 
prepare_data() 
configure_optimizer() 
train_dataloader() 
validate_dataloader() 
Training pass: 
training_step() 
Validation loop: 
validation_step() 
validation_epoch_end() 
 
To define our model, we subclass the LightningModule of PyTorch Lightning, and define our 
model architecture along with the forward pass. We aim to keep it simple and use 4 convolution layers 
followed by 2 linear layers. We use to use ReLU as activation function, and the MaxPool2das the 
pooling layer. We then initialize the weights of these layers with xavier_uniform as this will make 
the network train better. 
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   | Name             | Type             | Params 
-------------------------------------------------- 
0  | convLayer1       | Sequential       | 896    
1  | convLayer1.0     | Conv2d           | 896    
2  | convLayer1.1     | ReLU             | 0      
3  | convLayer1.2     | MaxPool2d        | 0      
4  | convLayer2       | Sequential       | 18 K   
5  | convLayer2.0     | Conv2d           | 18 K   
6  | convLayer2.1     | ReLU             | 0      
7  | convLayer2.2     | MaxPool2d        | 0      
8  | convLayer3       | Sequential       | 73 K   
9  | convLayer3.0     | Conv2d           | 73 K   
10 | convLayer3.1     | ReLU             | 0      
11 | convLayer3.2     | MaxPool2d        | 0      
12 | linearLayers     | Sequential       | 2 M    
13 | linearLayers.0   | Linear           | 2 M    
14 | linearLayers.1   | ReLU             | 0      
15 | linearLayers.2   | Linear           | 2 K    
16 | crossEntropyLoss | CrossEntropyLoss | 0      
| 546/2897 [01:36<06:56,  5.65it/s, loss=0.501, v_num=0] 
Table 1. Face mask training execution example (python3 -m face-mask-detector.train) 
 
There are two hardware scenario, with or without GPU and two epoch iteration number, e.q 10 and 
20 epoch passes. Table 2 describes the scenario and output result. 
 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
H/W CPU 16 vCPU, 64 GB RAM, 
SSD hardrive 
No GPU 
CPU 16 vCPU, 64 GB RAM, 
SSD hardrive 
1 GPU 
Epoch # 10 epoch 
20 epoch 
10 epoch 
20 epoch 
Execution time 300 – 500 seconds / epoch 30 – 90 seconds / epoch 
Highest Confidence result 98,74% 99.46% 
Table 2. Training execution scenario 
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We define our data loaders that are going to be used for training and validation. We train our model 
using a batch of size 32. We shuffle our training batch samples each time so our model can train better 
by receiving data in a non-repetitive fashion. To reduce the time of loading the batch samples, which 
can be a bottleneck in the training loop, we set the number of workers to 4, this will perform multi-
process data loading 
def train_dataloader(self) -> DataLoader: 
    return DataLoader(self.trainDF, batch_size=32, shuffle=True, num_workers=4) 
 
def val_dataloader(self) -> DataLoader: 
    return DataLoader(self.validateDF, batch_size=32, num_workers=4) 
 
We define our optimizer by overriding the configure_optimizers() method and returning the desired 
optimizer. We use Adam for the purpose of this study, and we fix the learning rate to 0.00001: 
def configure_optimizers(self) -> Optimizer: 
    return Adam(self.parameters(), lr=0.00001) 
 
In the training step, we receive a batch of samples, pass them through our model via the forward 
pass, and compute the loss of that batch. We can also log the loss, and PyTorch Lightning takes care 
of creating the log files for TensorBoard automatically: 
def training_step(self, batch: dict, _batch_idx: int) -> Dict[str, Tensor]: 
    inputs, labels = batch['image'], batch['mask'] 
    labels = labels.flatten() 
    outputs = self.forward(inputs) 
    loss = self.crossEntropyLoss(outputs, labels) 
     
    tensorboardLogs = {'train_loss': loss} 
    return {'loss': loss, 'log': tensorboardLogs} 
 
In the validation_epoch_end() we receive all the data returned from validation_step() (from the 
previous section). We calculate the average accuracy and loss and log them so we can visualize them 
in TensorBoard later on: 
 
def validation_epoch_end(self, outputs: List[Dict[str, Tensor]]) \ 
        -> Dict[str, Union[Tensor, Dict[str, Tensor]]]: 
    avgLoss = torch.stack([x['val_loss'] for x in outputs]).mean() 
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    avgAcc = torch.stack([x['val_acc'] for x in outputs]).mean() 
    tensorboardLogs = {'val_loss': avgLoss, 'val_acc':avgAcc} 
    return {'val_loss': avgLoss, 'log': tensorboardLogs} 
 
To train our model we simply initialize our MaskDetector object and pass it to the fit() method of 
the Trainer class provided by PyTorch Lightning. We also define a model checkpointing callback, we 
want to save the model with the best accuracy and the lowest loss. We are going to train our model 
for 10 or 20 epochs: 
 
model = MaskDetectorTrainer(Path('face-mask-detector/data/mask_df.pickle')) 
checkpoint_callback = ModelCheckpoint( 
    filepath='checkpoints/weights.ckpt', 
    save_weights_only=True, 
    monitor='val_acc', 
    mode='max' 
) 
trainer = Trainer(gpus=1, 
                  max_epochs=10, 
                  checkpoint_callback=checkpoint_callback) 
trainer.fit(model) 
 
 
C. Training result: checkpoints 
Checkpoints capture the exact value of all parameters (tf.Variable objects) used by a model. 
Checkpoints do not contain any description of the computation defined by the model and thus are 
typically only useful when source code that will use the saved parameter values is available. 
The SavedModel format on the other hand includes a serialized description of the computation 
defined by the model in addition to the parameter values (checkpoint). Models in this format are 
independent of the source code that created the model. They are thus suitable for deployment via 
TensorFlow Serving, TensorFlow Lite, TensorFlow.js, or programs in other programming languages 
(the C, C++, Java, Go, Rust, C# etc. TensorFlow APIs). 
As the result of Training dataset, it was achieved the checkpoint captured in a file of 26MB from 
the best epoch training with confidence level of 98.97%. This is the first scenario with 10 pass (epoch) 
without GPU and performance time is 300-500 seconds per pass. 
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Epoch 00009: val_acc reached 0.98975 (best 0.98975), saving model to file 
./checkpoints/_ckpt_epoch_9.ckpt as top 1 
 
The second scenario with 20 pass (epoch) and split test of 10% dataset for validation has achieved 
99.46% confidence level, with using 8 GPU can reach less than a minute for one pass / epoch. 
[00:36<00:00, 79.17it/s, loss=0.022, v_num=1INFO:lightning:                                                                                                                                                                                   
Epoch 00019: val_acc reached 0.99461 (best 0.99461), saving model to ./check-
points/_ckpt_epoch_19.ckpt as top 1 
2897/2897 [00:36<00:00, 79.10it/s, loss=0.022 
 
The GPU scenario can achieve the best iteration per second of 79. The scenario result is described 
in Table 2. 
 
IV. TRAINING LOG VISUAL 
With the help of Tensorboard log visualization, we visualize the result of training execution. 
Figure 4a shows that train loss decreases as training epoch passes. As number of epoch increases, 
it is expected that the train loss will descrease, but will not be so significant, which is why we keep 
the number of epoch around ten to twenty. 
 
Figure 4a. Scenario 1 train loss result 
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Figure 4b. Scenario 1 and 2 comparison of train loss result 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5a. Scenario 1 comparison of train confidence result with 10 and 20 epochs 
 
 
Improvements on GPU hardware have enabled CNNs to scale to networks of millions of 
parameters, which has in turn led to significant improvements in image classification. Since CNNs 
normally take on orders of weeks to train on large-scale datasets even on the fastest available GPUs, 
the runtime performance is a critical component to our ability to experiment with different 
architecture and hyperparameter settings. This motivates approaches for speeding up the models 
while still retaining their performance. There are multiple fronts to these endeavors, including 
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improvements in hardware 
Training. We trained our models over a period of one month, with models processing approximately 
5 clips per second for full-frame networks and up to 20 clips per second for multiresolution networks 
on a single model replica.  
The rate of 5 clips per second is roughly 10-15 times slower than what one could expect from a high-
end GPU, but we expect to reach comparable speeds overall given that we use 10-50 model replicas. 
We further estimate the size of our dataset of sampled frames to be on the order of 60 thousands 
examples 
 
 
Figure 6a. Scenario 2 comparison of train loss result with 10 and 20 epochs 
 
 
Figure 6a. Scenario 2 comparison of train confidence result with 10 and 20 epochs 
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V. FACE MASK TESTING RESULT 
Testing is conducted to a number of images and videos, we use our saved model from the previous 
training execution, and process each frame of images using ffmpeg library: 
1. Extract the faces from videos using ffmpeg to extract images  
2. Pass them to our face mask detector model 
3. Draw a bounding box around the detected faces, based on predictions computed by previous 
model. 
The following is an extract of the processing video code: 
device = torch.device("cuda:0" if torch.cuda.is_available() else "cpu") 
labels = ['No mask', 'Mask'] 
labelColor = [(10, 0, 255), (10, 255, 0)] 
transformations = Compose([ 
    ToPILImage(), 
    Resize((100, 100)), 
    ToTensor(), 
]) 
for frame in vreader(str(videopath)): 
    frame = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    faces = faceDetector.detect(frame) 
    for face in faces: 
        xStart, yStart, width, height = face 
         
        # clamp coordinates that are outside of the image 
        xStart, yStart = max(xStart, 0), max(yStart, 0) 
         
        # predict mask label on extracted face 
        faceImg = frame[yStart:yStart+height, xStart:xStart+width] 
        output = model(transformations(faceImg).unsqueeze(0).to(device)) 
        _, predicted = torch.max(output.data, 1) 
 
        # draw face frame 
        cv2.rectangle(frame, 
                      (xStart, yStart), 
                      (xStart + width, yStart + height), 
                      (126, 65, 64), 
                      thickness=2) 
 
        # center text according to the face frame 
        textSize = cv2.getTextSize(labels[predicted], font, 1, 2)[0] 
        textX = xStart + width // 2 - textSize[0] // 2 
 
        # draw prediction label 
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        cv2.putText(frame, 
                    labels[predicted], 
                    (textX, yStart-20), 
                    font, 1, labelColor[predicted], 2) 
 
 
The following table shows the few videos and testing results. In any given scenarios (Scenario 1 
and 2) both are resulting the same image/video mask detection as in Table 3. As we can see that there 
are three types of face mask detected, face frontal. There is one failure or inaccurate detection during 
face heads left / right of camera, and this makes 90% or more away from camera resulting failure to 
recognize face mask. We assume that the training dataset does not provide enough data for non-frontal 
face camera images, thus leads to inaccurate trained model and prediction. 
 
Raw Image / Video No Mask Mask Detected 
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*) some failure to test 
Table 3. Result of image and video testing 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have studied the performance of convolutional neural networks in image classification. We 
found that CNN architectures are capable of learning powerful features from weakly-amount and 
label of dataset that far surpass feature based methods in performance and that these benefits are 
robust to details of the hardware of the architectures in time.  
Our training results indicate that while the performance is highly sensitive to the architectural 
details and hardware configuration, especially with GPU processor. However the confidence level is 
not too much in difference, with only around 0.5% between both scenarios, which in return does not 
indicate differences in testing result. 
This study is very limited and need broader context of images or videos specification. Future 
work such as face directions from 180 degrees horizontal or vertical direction, camera distances, 
higher resolution for real life industry use cases. 
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